# 162996
MEDIA TALKING POINTS:
Disruptive passenger on board Jetstar flight to Denpasar,
Indonesia

Issue:
SUGGESTED POINTS
 A passenger on board Jetstar flight JQ35 from Melbourne to
Denpasar, Indonesia became disruptive and assaulted several cabin
crew after the flights departure at 1800AEST yesterday (28 May14).
 The passenger was restrained for the remainder of the flight and the
aircraft was met by Indonesian authorities upon arrival.
 Indonesian authorities refused the passenger entry to Indonesia and
he had been detained overnight.
 The individual will return to Australia on a flight this evening.
 The incident led to the subsequent cancellation of the operating
crew/aircraft’s outbound flight the next day resulting in disruption to
several hundred passengers.
 Based on information available at this stage, there is nothing to
suggest that the public were in any danger at this time.

BACKGROUND
The Office of Transport Security (OTS) was advised at approximately 1430 pm
(Canberra time) on 29 May 2014 that this incident occurred in a Jetstar flight.
A passenger on board a flight to Denpasar became disruptive and assaulted several
cabin crew. The passenger was restrained for the remainder of the flight and the
aircraft was met by Indonesian authorities upon arrival.
The incident led to the subsequent cancellation of the operating crew/aircraft’s
outbound flight the next day resulting in disruption to several hundred passengers.
This flight cancellation led to significant media attention.
The OTS Jakarta Post continues to follow up with Indonesian authorities to obtain
further information.
There is significant reporting in open source media identified at this time.
Correct as at 0715 pm AEST, 29 May 2014.
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Incident Type

Description of Incident

Comments

Disruptive Person

A passenger on board a flight to Denpasar became disruptive and assaulted
several cabin crew. The passenger was restrained for the remainder of the flight
and the aircraft was met by Indonesian authorities upon arrival. The incident
led to the subsequent cancellation of the operating crew/aircrafts outbound
flight on the next day resulting in disruption to several hundred passengers.
This cancellation led to significant media attention.

This flight departed from Melbourne,
incident occurred on the 28th of May
and involved Jetstar. I believe that this
may be the incident they are referring
to. However, we did not receive an IR
from Jetstar or Melbourne Airport.
TSCC became aware of incident
through media reporting.

Co‐ordination Log
29May14 1400 ‐ IC
to brief SESDO.

rang TSCC to advise of news.com story. Supervisor

29May14 1517 ‐

sent the below further info.

From:
Sent: Thursday, 29 May 2014 3:17 PM

) and IC discussed incident and agreed level 1. IC

29May14 1830 ‐ Media returned amended TPs to TSCC
29May14 1833 ‐

rang

to ask for some minor TPs amendments

29May14 1839 ‐

sent TPs to NP for clearance

19May14 1849 ‐

rang

to find out status of TPs

19May14 1903 ‐ NP provided hard‐copy of TPs with amendments to
or not

‐ clarification sought on whether individual was on their way back to Australia yet

29May14 ‐ 1905 Supervisor
) requested
and if they have a flight number or approximate time of arrival
29May14 1907 ‐
29May14 ‐ 1907
information.
29May14 ‐ 1917
29May14 ‐ 1918
29May14 1920 ‐

rang

for clarification ‐ was advised that individual would be returning to Australia this evening

called AOCC and spoke to

requested

call AOCC and request if the AUP will meet the POI on arrival in Melbourne,

. AOCC have no information on this incident, but will contact Melbourne and see if they can obtain any

call the Media DO and advise that updated talking points were being sent out.

called the Media DO but was unable to get through due to an unknown error.

called back and left a message.

sent final, cleared version of TPs to media for distribution

29May14 1921 ‐ Media issued TPs
29May14 ‐ 1939 received call from
further information is available.

of AOCC. AUP have not received a request from Jetstar to meet the aircraft on arrival in Melbourne. No

30May14 0653
took call from
at AOCC regarding another matter.
about the happenings with AUP meeting the disruptive PAX in melbourne on arrival.

asked
if the TSCC would be able to have any informatiion
to ask around and come back to the TSCC.

30May14 0707
from AOCC called and advised that no known information was availible except what was on News.com . thanked
and asked
if anything does come into them they contact the TSCC as we are after any follow up information after AUP being requested to meet the aircraft in
Melbourne.

